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PROPAGATION OF HYPO-ANALYTICITY
ALONG BICHARACTERISTICS

S. BERHANU

It is shown here the hypo-analytic singularities for solutions propa-
gate along the ^characteristics of hypo-analytic differential operators
of principal type. This generalizes the well-known similar result for
analytic differential operators.

0. Introduction. In [4] Hormander proved a result concerning the
propagation of C°° singularities of solutions of Pu = f for a smooth
linear partial differential operator P whose leading symbol is real. The
analytic version of this question was treated by Hanges in [3]. In this
paper we prove a similar theorem for what we call hypo-analytic differ-
ential operators. The paper is organized as follows. In § 1 we discuss
the structures we work in and introduce our operators. In §2 we recall
the definition of microlocal hypo-analyticity and give a statement of
the main result. §3 discusses the Fourier transform criterion of mi-
crolocal hypo-analyticity due to Baouendi, Chang and Treves [1]. A
theorem concerning this criterion is proved in the same section and
then used in the proof of our main result.

1. Hypo-analytic differential operators. Our results deal with struc-
tures which are a special case of the hypo-analytic structures intro-
duced in [1]. Let Ω be a C°° manifold of dimension m. A hypo-
analytic structure of maximal dimension on Ω is the data of an open
covering (Ua) of Ω and for each index α, of mC°° functions
Z\,..., Z™ satisfying the following two conditions:

(i) dZ\,..., dZ™ are linearly independent at each point of Ua;
(ii) if Ua Π Uβ Φ 0, there are open neighbors Oa of Za(UaΓ\Uβ)

and Oβ of Zβ(UanUβ) and a holomorphic map Fjf of Oa onto Oβ,
such that

Zβ=F$o Za on Ua ΓΊ Uβ.

We will use the notation ZQ = (Z«J,..., Z™): Ua -> Cm. A distribu-
tion h defined on an open neighborhood of a point po of Ω is called
hypo-analytic at Po if there is a local chart (Ua,Za) of the above type
whose domain contains po and a holomorphic function h defined on
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an open neighborhood of Za(p0) in Cm such that h = hoZa in a neigh-
borhood of PQ. By a hypo-analytic local chart we mean anm-f 1-tuple
(U, Z 1 , . . . , Zm) [abbreviated (U,Z)] consisting of an open subset U
of Ω and of m hypo-analytic functions Z 1 , . . . , Z m whose differen-
tials are linearly independent at every point of U. We note that when
the Zj are real valued these structures specialize to the real analytic
ones. We introduce the following differential operators on Ω which
are naturally associated with its hypo-analytic structure.

DEFINITION 1.1. A linear differential operator P on Ω is called a
hypo-analytic differential operator if for every open set U and every
hypo-analytic function / on U9 Pf is hypo-analytic on U.

The following example shows that Definition 1.1 extends the stan-
dard definition in the analytic category.

EXAMPLE. Let Ω' be a real-analytic manifold. The real-analytic
structure of Ω' can be viewed as a hypo-analytic structure. A differen-
tial operator P: C°°(Ω') -> C°°(Ω') is said to be analytic if, in terms
of local analytic coordinates on Ω', P is given by

P= £ aa(x)D«
\a\<mo

where the aa are real-analytic and mo is some integer. This is the case
if and only if P is a hypo-analytic differential operator in the sense of
Definition 1.1.

Suppose now Ω is as before and P is a hypo-analytic differential
operator on Ω. Let (U,Z) be a hypo-analytic local chart and assume
U is a coordinate neighborhood. Choose vector fields M\9...9Mm

satisfying M\Zk = δf. Since {M\,..., Mm} is a linearly independent
set, there are smooth functions aa defined on U such that on U,P =
Σ\a\<m0

 aaMa for some integer m§. For |α| < mo, PZa = aa is hypo-
analytic. Conversely, it is easy to see that if in every hypo-analytic
local chart (U,Z) P can be written in the above form then P is a
hypo-analytic differential operator.

2 Statement of the main result. We continue to work in a hypo-
analytic local chart (U,Z) of the maximal structure Ω. Before pro-
ceeding to the statement of our theorem, we need to recall Sato's mi-
crolocalization as adopted in [1]. In the sequel Γ is a nonempty, acute
and open cone in i?m\{0}. For A an open subset of U, we shall use
the notation:

x)v:xeA, veΓ, \v\<δ}.
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DEFINITION 2.1. We denote by Bδ(A,Γ) the space of holomorphic
functions / in Nδ(A,Γ) satisfying:

To every compact subset K of Nδ(A,Γ) there are an integer k > 0
and a constant c > 0 such that |/(z) | < c(dist[z,Z(A)])-k for all z
inK.

In [1] it is shown that if A is small enough and / e Bδ(A,Γ) then
for every ψ e C™(A)9

lim / f(Z(x) + y/::ΪZx(x)tυ)ψ(x)dZ(x)

exists and is independent of υ G Γ. We will denote the distribution
we get in the limit by bf.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let u e D'{U) and (x,ξ) be a point in U x
(i?w\{0}). We say that u is hypo-analytic at (x9ξ) if there are an open
neighborhood ACUofx,δ>0 and a finite collection of nonempty
acute open cones Γ^ in Rm\{0} (k — 1,. . ., r) such that the following
hold: for every k and every v e Γ^, ξ - υ < 0; for each k there is
fk e Bδ(A,Tk) such that in A

We remark that the above definition of microlocal hypo-analyticity
does not depend on the choice of the chart (£/, Z) (see [1]).

DEFINITION 2.3. Let u e Z)'(Ω). The hypo-analytic wavefront set of
the distribution u is denoted by WFhau and is defined as

WFfoU = {{x,ξ) € Γ*Ω: u is not hypo-analytic at (x,ξ)}

We now describe the curves in Γ*Ω along which hypo-analytic sin-
gularities propagate. Let P$ be a hypo-analytic differential operator
defined near a point p0 of Ω.

The previous section tells us that in a hypo-analytic local chart
(U,Z) P takes the form P = Σ\a][<kaa{x)Ma where each aa(x) is
a hypo-analytic function on U.

After shrinking U if necessary, we may assume that U is the domain
of local coordinates Xχ9... ,xm> Let / —• (x(t),ξ(t)) = γ{t) be a curve
in Γ*t/\0andset

γ(t) = (x(t)M) = (Z(x(0),Z;(*(ί))ί(0)
where Z* denotes the transpose of the inverse of the Jacobian matrix
Zx. We will use the notation p(z,ξ) = Σ | α | = k# α (z)£ α where each
aa(x) = άa(Z(x)) for holomorphic αα.
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DEFINITION 2.4. The curve γ(t) is said to be a bicharacteristic for
P if the equations

hold.
We can now state the main theorem of this paper.

THEOREM 2.1. Assume p(0,ξ°) = 0 and P is of principal type at
(0,£°). Suppose γ = {(x(t),ζ(t))} is a bicharacteristic for P through
(x(0),ξ(0)) = (0,ξ°) and that Pu is hypo-analytic on γ. Then either
u is hypo-analytic at every point ofγ or u is not hypo-analytic at any
point ofγ.

3. On the Fourier transform criterion of hypo-analyticity. We will

work in a hypo-analytic local chart (U9 Z) in Ω. We shall assume that
the open set U has been contracted so that the map Z = ( Z ι , . . . , Zm):
U -» Cm is a diffeomorphism of U onto Z(U) and that U is the
domain of local coordinates x}(I <j < m) all vanishing at a "central
point" which will be denoted by O. We will suppose Z(o) = o and
denote by Zx the Jacobian matrix of the Zj with respect to the x^.
Substitution of Zx(o)~ιZ(x) for Z(x) will allow us to assume that
Zx(o) = the identity matrix. Since the differential of ImZ* is zero
at the origin, after shrinking U if necessary, we can find a number
K, 0 < K < 1, such that for all x, y in U and for all ξ in Rm.

(3.1) \lmZ*(x)ξ\ < K\ReZ*(x)ξ\ and

(3.2) Re(/=Tz;(x)£ (Z(x) - Z{y)) - (Z*x(x)ξ)(Z(x) - Z{y))2)

<-K\ξ\\Z(x)-Z(y)\2

where (ζ)2 = ζ2 + + ζ2

m for ζ e Cm, |ReC| < |Imζ|.
Let u be a compactly supported distribution in U. We shall refer to

as the Fourier-Bros-Iagolnitzer (in short, FBI) transform of u (see [1]).
Here zeCm,ζeCm with |ImC| < |ReC|.

In [1] the authors established a connection between the concept of
the FBI transform and the notion of hypo-analytic wave front set.
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Their theorems that showed the equivalence between exponential de-
cay in the FBI transform of u and microlocal hypo-analyticity may be
consolidated into the following:

THEOREM 3.1. The following two properties are equivalent:
(i) u is hypo-analytic at (09ξ°) e T*U\{0}.

(ii) There is an open neighborhood VofO in Cm, a conic open
neighborhood ®o °f ξ° in Cm and constants c,r > 0 such that
\F(u9 z, C)| < ce-W for all z in V and for all ζ in %.

We emphasize here that in [1] the assumption that ImZ x(0) = 0
was exploited in proving the sufficiency part, that is, the implication
(ii)=>(i) of the above theorem. We don't know whether (ii) implies
(i) at a point (x,ξ)e T*U\{0} without the additional hypothesis that
lmZx{x) = 0.

In fact Theorem 3.1 does not give us any information regarding the
points (x,ξ) G T*U\{0} unless ImZx(x) = 0. Here we would like to
show that such an assumption is not needed for the necessity part of
Theorem 3.1. More precisely, we have:

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the distribution u of compact support is hypo-
analytic at (xo,ζ°) G T*U\{0}. Then there is an open neighborhood V
ofZ(xo) in Cm, a conic open neighborhood % ofZ*(xo)ξ° in Cm and
constants c, r > 0 such that \F(u, z,ζ)\ < ce~r^ for all z in V and for
all ζ in g&.

Proof According to the definition, it suffices to prove the result
when u is the boundary value of a holomorphic function / of tempered
growth defined in a set of the form

{Z(x) + V^ΪZx(x)v: x + V^ϊv e(W + V^Γ), \v\ < δ0}

where W c U is an open neighborhood of Xo, δ$ a positive number
and Γ an acute open cone in Rm\{0} such that for very v e Γ, ξ° υ < 0.
Thus for 0 > e Q

(u,φ) = lim [ f(Z(x) + ty/=ΪZx{x)v)φ{x)dZ(x)9 v G Γ.

After contracting Γ if necessary, we may assume that there is a number
CQ > 0 such that ξ° v < —coM l£°l whenever v is in Γ. We shall need
the following lemma.
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose u e E'{U) vanishes in an open neighborhood
ofxo e U. Then there is an open neighborhood V ofZ(x0) in Cm, a
conic neighborhood W of{Z*(x0)ξ: ξ e i?m\{0}} in Cm and constants
c, r such that \F(u, z, ζ)\ < ce~r^ for all z in V and for all ζ in &.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. For z e Cm and ζ e Cm, |ImC| < |Reζ| we
consider the FBI

F(u9 z, 0 = / exp(V^TC (z - Z{y)) - (ζ)(z - Z(y))2)u(y) dZ{y).
j

Let

Q(z, ζ,y) = Re jv^T^ • (z - Z(y)) - | | ( z - Z(y))ή .

We first freeze z to Z(XQ) and ζ to Z*(XQ) • ξ° for some <̂° G Rm,

\ξ°\ = 1.

-Z{y))

Condition (3.2) tells us that

Suppose J is a positive number such that \y - XQ\ > d whenever y e
Supp u.

Then in the support of w, Q{Z(xo),Z*(xo)ξo,y) < -Kd2. By con-
tinuity, there are open neighborhoods V of Z(x0) in Cm and & of
Z^(xo)^° in Cm such that

β ( ^ C , y ) < - ^ foral lz inK ? C

in #\ By compactness of the unit sphere in Rm, we may assume that
the open set W contains the set {Z*(xo)ξ: ξ e i?m, \ξ\ = 1}.

Moreover, the homogeneity of Q implies that there is a conic neigh-
borhood W of {Z*(xo)ξ: ί G i?m\{0}} in Cm such that

Re{/=TC (z - Z(y)) - (0(^ - Z(y))2} < -~\ζ\

whenever z is in V and ζ is in g\ This gives us the required decay of
F(u,z,ζ).
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End of proof of Theorem 3.2. Let g e C°°(W), g = 1 near
Since (1 - g)u vanishes near XQ, by Lemma 3.1 we know that

£)M>z> 0 decays exponentially in the sets of interest. There-
fore, it suffices to show a similar decay for F(gu,z,ζ). Let χ €
C™(W), χ = 1 near x 0 and supp^ c {x: g(x) = 1}. Fix v e Γ, |υ | =
1. When s is a suitably small positive number, we can deform the
contour of integration in F(gu,z,ζ) under the mapping:

ZOO - ZOO = ZOO + V=ϊsZy(y)χ(y)v.

Thus

Ju
- (ζ)(z - Z{y))2)f{Z{y))

u
•g(y)dZ(y).

We focus on the quantity

Q(z,ζ,y,s) = Re {v^T|| (z - Z(y)) - | | ( z -

and write it as Q = Q\ + Q2 where

Qx{z,ζ,y) = Re|v^T|i- (z - Z(y)) - | | (z-

and

- Z{y)) •(χ(y)Zy(y)v)+s2\χ(y)Zy(y)v\2ή .

We first consider these quantities when z = Z(XQ), ζ = Z*{XQ) • ξ°
and y varies in the support of g. From (3.2) we have:

Qι(Z(xo),Z*(xo)ξ°,y,s)<-κ\Z(xo)-Z(y)\2.

To estimate Q2(Z(xQ),Z*(xo)ξ°,y,s), we note that for 5 sufficiently
small, say 0 < 5 < $o:

Q2(Z(xo),Z*(xo)ξ°,xo,s)

- Re ί ^ V) + ̂ ^ l s i \ z (xΛvA < sc /4
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Therefore, by continuity we can find a number d > 0 satisfying:

\y - xo\ < d => Q2(Z(xo),ZΪ(xo)ξo,y,s) < -sco/4.

We may assume that χ(y) — 1 whenever \y - xo\ < d. On the other
hand, whatever y,

Q2(Z(xo)9Z*{xo)ξ°9y9s) < 4sχ(y)(\Z(x0) - Z{y)\ + s).

Hence when \y - x$\ <d,

Q(Z(xo),ZΪ(xo)ξ°,y,s) < -κ\Z(xo) - Z(y)\2 -sco/2,

while when \y - xo\ > d then \Z(y) - Z(XQ)\ > d so that

< -κd\Z(x0) - Z(y)\ + 4sχ(y)(\Z(x0) - Z(y)\ + s).

Therefore, by choosing .s small in comparison with d, we get a pos-
itive number δ such that

Q(Z(xo),ZΪ(xo)ξ°,y,s) <-δ, ye

By continuity, there are open neighborhoods V of Z(x 0) in Cm and Φ
of Z*(xo)ξ° in Cm such that β(z, ζ,y,s) < -δ/2 for all z e V, ζ e W
and for all y e Supp g. Now Q is positive homogeneous of degree 0
in ζ. Therefore, there is an open conic neighborhood ^ of Z*(xo)ξ°
in Cm such that

Re [yΠζ (z - Z(y)) - (ζ)(z - Z{y)f) < -ί\ζ\

whenever z is in V and ζ in g7. From this, we get the required decay
of F(u,z,ζ).

Proof of Theorem 2.1. For x,y,ζe C m , let

The Cauchy-Kovalevska Theorem implies that there exists a holo-
morphic function φ = φ(t,x,y,ζ) such that

-^(t,x,y,ζ) =p(x,-φx(t,x,y,ζ)),

(3.3) φ(O,x,y,ζ) = ψ(x,y,ζ).

Since γ(t) is a bicharacteristic for P, we have:
( i)0( ί^( ί) ,O,ί °) = O,

(n)φx(t,x(t),O,ξ°) = -
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(ni)Imφxx(t,x(t),0,ξ°)>0.
Now (iii) clearly holds when t = 0. Therefore, this will persist for

small enough. To see (ii), we note that

Φ + Φί
and (3.3) implies that φtx = px(x,-φx) - Pζ(x,-φx)φxx. It follows
that

J-(-φx(t,x(ή,0,ξ0))

= -px(χ(t),-φx(t,χ(ή,O,ξ0))

+ pζ(x(t),-φx(t,x(t),O,ξo))φxx(t,x(t),O,ξ0)

-φxx(t,x(t),O,ξ0)^.

ζ(t) also satisfies the same differential equation and φx(O,O,O,ξ°) =

Hence φx(ί,x(t),O,ζ°) =-ξ(ί).
To see (i), we observe that

= Φt + Φx-jγ = Φt - ^(0^7 and this in turn by (3.3)

= p{x{t),ξ{t))-ξ{t)^{x{t),ζ{t))

= p(x(t),ζ(t))-kp(x(t),ξ(t)) = O.

Also <£(O,Jc(O),O,<f) = 0. Hence φ(t,x(t),0,ξ°) = 0.

Since P is of principal type, we can construct an analytic amplitude
a = ΣXo aιλ~l satisfying

(3.4) lDt + ^_[ ) euw>z>y^a(t,z,y,ζ,λ) = 0

approximately and a(0,z9y,ζ,λ) = I. The error in the approximation
has an exponential decay. Indeed, substitution of a = Σ/^o aι^~l ^n

(3.4) gives the transport equations:

La0 = 0, ôlr=o = 1,
Lai + f\ (do) = 0, a\ | ί =o = 0,

Lan +fn(ao,...,an-ι) = 0, an\t=0 = 0,
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where

with s holomorphic and fn(ao,..., an-i) a linear expression with holo-
morphic coefficients of the derivatives of do,..., an-ι These equa-
tions can be solved successively in a complex domain independent
of n. The fact that a becomes an analytic amplitude is shown for
example in [5].

Suppose now γ(t0) — (x(to),ξ{to)) & Wfhdiu for some t0. Then we
claim that
(3.5)

, z, C,Λ) = I ^ ^ ' ° ' z ^ ^
decays exponentially (i.e. \F(t0, z, ζ,λ)\ < C\β~Clλ, λ > 0) for z near 0
and ζ near ξ°.

To prove this assertion, we look at the Taylor's expansion of φ
around the point (to,x(to),O,ξ°).

For x,z e Cm ζ e Cm and to fixed, we have:

+ φxx(to,x(to),0,ξ°)(x - x(to))2 + .

Since φ(to,x{to),O,ζ°) - 0 and φx(to,x(to),O,ξ0) = -ξ(t0), we can
write

Φ(to,x,z9ζ) = ξ(t0) - (x(t0) - x)

where R(to,x, z,ζ) is a sum of terms each of which has at least one
of ζ - £°, z or (Jc(/o) - ^ ) 3 a s a factor. Thus we have:

φ{tθ9Z(x)9z9ζ) = Z*(x(to))ξ(to) • (Z(x(to))-Z(x))

+ φxx(t0,Z(x(t0)),0,ζ°)(Z(x(t0)) - Z{x))2

We recall that lmφxx(t0,Z(x(t0)),0,ξ°) > 0. Since (x(to),ξ{to))
, Theorem 3.2 implies that

- Z(x))

φxx(t0,Z(x(t0)),0,ξ0)(Z(x(ί0))-Z(x))2)

•a(to,Z(x),z,ζ,λ)u(x)dZ(x)
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decays exponentially. In fact, the decay persists if we replace
Z*(x(to))ζ(to) by ζ and Z(x(t0)) by ω as long as they are sufficiently
close to Z*(x(to))ξ(to) and Z(x(ί0)) respectively. Moreover,
R(to,Z(x(to)),O,ξ°) = 0. It follows that there are open neighbor-
hoods U\, U2 of 0 and ξ° respectively such that if z e U\ and ζ e U2,
then

" " " " ήdZ(x)

decays exponentially uniformly in U\ x U2.
In the above considerations, the open set £/ may have to be con-

tracted. However, the contraction is independent of the distribu-
tion u.

Now let

F(t9 z, 9 ζ,λ)u(x) dZ(x).

We have:

§-tF(t,z,ζ,λ) f ^ι{

1

ί t

Since Pu is hypo-analytic at each point (x(t),ξ(t)), our arguments
imply that for each /, the last integral decays exponentially for z near
0 and ζ near ξ°. Moreover, this decay persists in a compact set of ί's.
It follows that there exist positive constants c\, c2 and open neighbor-
hoods W\, W2 of 0 and ζ° respectively such that

§-{F{t9z,ζ9λ) <cxe~C2λ forA>0,

z EW\9 ζ eW2 and 0 < t < t$. Since we also had a similar decay for
F(t0, z,ζ,λ), it follows that |F(0, z, ζ,λ)\ < dxe~dlλ for some positive
constants d\,d2 and (z,£) near (0,ί°). But

= |= | e x p

=:Tj^|(z - Z(x))

Therefore, by Theorem 3.1 of the previous section (0,£°) £ WFhau.
We have thus shown that there is an open neighborhood N in γ of
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(0,ξ°)9 N independent of the distribution u such that (x,ζ) G N and
(x9ξ) & WFfoU =* (0,ξ°) & WFhau. This means that WFhau n γ is
open in γ. But this set is always closed. Since γ is connected, the
theorem follows.
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